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Object of the Game
Sleuth is a fascinating detective game for 3 to 7 players. Through skillful 
questioning of their opponents, each player gathers evidence and then, 
using their powers of deduction and logic, attempts to discover the 
identity of the missing gem!

Components
36 Gem Cards

54 Search Cards 

1 Pad of Information Sheets

Cards
Sleuth is played with two special decks of cards:

GEM DECK
The Gem Deck consists of 36 cards, each featuring a different 
combination of three elements: gem (diamond, pearl or opal), type 
(solitaire, pair or cluster) and color (red, blue, green or yellow).

10+ 30+3-7
PLAYERS AGES MINS.A SID SACKSON GAME

 Gem Card Back Blue Diamond Red Opal Pair Green Pearl
  Solitaire  Cluster
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SEARCH DECK
The Search Deck consists of 54 cards that are used for gathering 
evidence from other players. There are three primary types: 1) One 
Element Cards which feature a gem, a type or a color, 2) Two Element 
Cards which feature a combination of any two elements, and 3) Free 
Choice Cards (see Play).

Setup
Each player receives an Information Sheet and uses it to keep track 
of evidence gathered during the game. Players should keep their 
Information Sheet secret from their opponents.

Shuffle the Gem Deck and remove one card, placing it where no player 
may accidentally see it. This becomes the Missing Gem. The following 
number of Gem Cards are then dealt facedown to each player:

Remaining Gem Cards (if any) are placed faceup in the center of the 
table. On their Information Sheets, all players record the identity of 
cards in the center of the table. After picking up their hand, each player 
then secretly records the identity of their own cards.

Example: In a five-player game, Player A was dealt the following cards: 
Red Diamond Cluster, Blue Diamond Pair, Green Diamond Pair, Green 
Pearl Pair, Green Pearl Cluster, Blue Opal Pair, and Yellow Pearl Cluster. 
They recorded the identity of these cards on their Information Sheet as 
shown on the next page.

3 players — 11 cards
4 players — 8 cards
5 players — 7 cards

6 players — 5 cards
7 players — 5 cards

 Search Card Back One Element Card Two Element Card Free Choice Card
  Blue Cards Diamond Clusters Free Choice Yellows
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The Search Deck is shuffled and four cards are dealt faceup to each 
player (as illustrated on back cover of game box). The remaining cards 
are placed facedown in the center of the table to form the Drawing Deck. 

Choose a random player to take the first turn, and play rotates clockwise 
from then on. 

Play
During the game, players obtain clues to the identity of the missing 
gem by interrogating other players. During each turn, a player may 
interrogate one opponent. To do so, the player places one of his Search 
Cards faceup in the center of the table. He may use either a One Element 
Card, a Two Element Card or a Free Choice Card as follows:

ONE ELEMENT CARDS
When using a One Element Card, a player may interrogate any opponent 
by asking them to state how many Gem Cards he holds featuring that 
element. The chosen opponent must announce the number to all 
players. 

Example: The Search Card used has the element “Pairs” and the chosen 
opponent holds the Blue Diamond Pair, Yellow Pearl Pair, and the Green 
Pearl Pair. The player must announce that he has three pairs.
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TWO ELEMENT CARDS
When using a Two Element Card, the interrogator may ask any opponent 
to pass over all Gem Cards they hold featuring that combination of 
elements. The opponent passes over the cards (if any), facedown, while 
at the same time announcing the number of cards to all players. The 
interrogator looks at and records the identity of the cards, and then 
returns them to the opponent.

Example: The Search Card used is a Two Element “Blue Opals” card and 
the opponent has the Blue Opal Solitaire and the Blue Opal Cluster. The 
opponent passes these cards 
facedown to the interrogator, 
at the same time announcing 
that they are passing two 
cards. The interrogator returns 
both cards facedown after 
recording their identity on the 
Information Sheet. 

FREE CHOICE CARDS
There are two kinds of Free Choice Cards. Either may be used as a One 
or Two Element Card. If used as a Two Element Card, the interrogator 
may not combine two of the same elements (2 gems, 2 types, 2 colors).

When using the Free Choice Card shown on the left, the interrogator may 
choose any combination of one or two different elements. When using 
the Free Choice Blues Card shown on the right, the interrogator must 
use the element featured on the card. If used as a Two Element Card, 
the interrogator chooses an element to combine with the blues element 
featured on the card.

Example: The Search Card “Free 
Choice Blues” may be used to 
ask an opponent the number of 
Blue Cards they hold, or to see 
their Blue Diamonds, or their Blue 
Clusters, etc…

TURN END
At the end of their turn, the interrogator draws a Search Card from 
the deck to replace the one just used and play rotates clockwise. If the 
Drawing Deck is depleted, the Search Cards are reshuffled and placed 
facedown in the center of the table.
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Instead of interrogating an opponent, a player may use their turn to 
exchange their Search Cards. To do so, the player discards all four of his 
Search Cards, and replaces them with four cards from the Drawing Deck.

Identifying the Missing Gem
If a player believes they can identify the missing gem without further 
interrogation, they may do so at any time, not having to wait for their 
turn. If, however, that player believes interrogating a certain opponent 
will enable them to identify the missing gem, they may, on their turn, 
ask any one or two element question of that opponent regardless of the 
Search Cards they have before him. The player must then attempt to 
identify the gem.

To identify the missing gem, the player circles the corresponding space 
on their Information Sheet and announces that they have solved the 
mystery. Play immediately stops; no other player may announce that 
they have solved the mystery until after the first player has verified 
their solution. To verify this solution, the player secretly checks the 
missing gem card and:

• If correct, reveals the card by turning it face up for all players to see 
and is declared the winner.

• If incorrect, replaces the missing gem and the game continues. This 
player is now out of contention and must continue answering any 
interrogations while not otherwise participating in the game.

The game ends when one player correctly identifies the missing gem.

Strategy Tips
As experience is gained, players will develop their own methods of 
recording evidence and other pertinent data on their Information Sheets. 
It is essential to record who has a particular card and who cannot 
possibly have a certain card (such as when a player announces he has 
no Blue Pearls).

Every time a player is interrogated all players gain information from 
the number of cards announced. A piece of information that is useless 
at the time it is received may become crucial in combination with later 
evidence.

Example: A player asks for an opponent’s Pearl Clusters and has two 
cards passed to them. You have the Blue Pearl Cluster in your hand. 
Later, the Yellow Pearl Cluster is passed to you. Since there are only 
four Pearl Cluster Cards, you know the previously passed cards must 
be the Red Pearl Cluster and the Green Pearl Cluster and record this 
information as evidence.
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Variations
PLAYING FOR SECOND, THIRD, ETC.
Prior to the game, players may decide to play until there are two or 
more winners. In this case, the winner does not reveal the missing 
gem. Instead, they replace the missing gem and announce that they 
were correct. The game continues with the winner answering any 
interrogations but not otherwise participating in the game.

ADDITIONAL MISSING GEMS
When three or four play, the game can be made more challenging by 
removing two (or three) Gem Cards. The play of the game is the same 
except that, to win, a player must correctly identify all missing gems.

ADDITIONAL INTERROGATIONS
During their turn, each player may interrogate one or two opponents. 
If they interrogate two opponents, they must use a One Element Card 
to interrogate one opponent and a Two Element Card to interrogate the 
other, but may use them in any order. After the interrogation, the player 
draws two Search Cards from the deck.

SUPER SLEUTH
This variation is played in the usual manner except that cards are never 
passed. When a Two Element Search Card is used, the opponent simply 
answers with the number of such cards they hold.

About the Designer
Sid Sackson (1920–2002), the 
designer of Sleuth, was a true 
genius. He created a myriad of 
brilliant games, remarkable for 
their ingenuity and playability.  
Sleuth is one of over 50 
published Sid Sackson titles, 
and many are available through 
Eagle-Gryphon Games.

Designed by Sid Sackson
Developed by Rick Soued
Graphics & Production by Pixel Productions Inc.

www.eagle-gryphon.com




